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Message from the President
What a different time we are living in – we
should be ready for our May shows, we
should be out and about enjoying the weather,
we should be grilling out with our
friends….but as for me and my husband we
are home. I’ve cleaned all the junk drawers
in the house, we’ve done more yard work
than in several years, I’m not going to mention how much cooking I’ve done. But the
best news is we are fine, everyone we know
is fine, so far we have survived Covid-19.
What is our takeaway – as bored as we are at
times, we now enjoy the simple pleasures of
life, enjoy every minute, and don’t worry
about tomorrow. With that said, I just learned
that Connie Irvine had died – what a smiling
face she was.

Live for the moment – Tomorrow is not
promised.
Joye Evans
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2020 SHOW UPDATE
On May 4th, the BOD for the GSDCA finally gave approval for the Futurity/Maturity dates
and locations. Our combined shows with the Augusta GSDC previously scheduled in May
have now been rescheduled for September 11 & 12 with the Augusta GSDC hosting the Futurity/Maturity on Sunday, September 13. These have also been approved by the AKC.
Of course, everything is subject to change should our state suffer another outbreak of the virus. These events are subject to state and local regulations regarding Covid-19. We are
working on details and plans to keep everyone safe during these shows. More to come later
as plans/rules develops. Of course, we understand that there might be people that would
feel uncomfortable about going to a dog show during this time. We completely understand
and encourage those folks to stay home. This is a personal decision that everyone must
make for themselves.
We have confirmed that our judges, Di Di Ardoin and Doug Crane, are still on board with
the judging assignment in September. We have also confirmed that Fast CAT is still a go.

Trophy Pledges are still coming in. We have $745 pledged, and have received $675 as of
5/17/20. We are missing payments from 3 club members and hope to get these in soon.
Val Harrington is our show secretary and is putting the finishing touches on the updated
premium list with new dates and closing date. We will email the premium list out to all club
members and ask that you feel free to forward to your friends. It will also be posted on our
website and club Facebook page. Remember that the Fast CAT is not specific to GSDs, but
is for all breeds. However, we will be giving super nice rosettes for the “Fastest GSD” at
each event, there are six events.
These shows will certainly be like no shows I’ve ever attended before. We will be taking every precaution to ensure the safety of all exhibitors, dogs, handlers, owners, volunteers, judges, stewards, and our club members. Let’s all work together, come with a positive attitude
and have some fun!!
Ren & Morgan Lewis
Co-Show Chairs
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Joye Evans – Bio
Joye’s love of the breed began in 1970 with her first GSD named Ike. She says she put
him in obedience just because and it was addictive with a willing worker. Pure backyard
breeding not a single Champion in 5 generation pedigree. He earned his CDX making
him the highest title in his pedigree. So sad but true. We live and learn and we all have
to start somewhere.
Joye has been a member of the GSDC of Atlanta for close to 40 years, and also a member of the GSDCA. She has served on the Board many times in many different capacities; currently holding the position of President.
Her most recent claim to fame is the litter of 12 puppies she whelped. Yes, 12 puppies!
In that litter was her first home-bred champion, Lucy. Her next litter turned out to be a
single male named Benny. Look for Benny in a show ring near you soon. The Evans’
current pack consists of Edie and her two sons, Reggie and Benny.
Joye is always training her dogs. I’ve never known her not to be training a dog for some
dog sport. Her dogs have excelled in conformation, obedience, rally, herding, barn hunt
and agility. She’s currently training Edie in obedience, and Reggie in agility. Joye runs
a tight ship at home with her pack.
Larry and Joye have been married for 14 years and are now enjoying their retirement together. GSDs have always been a huge part of Joye’s life. Larry isn’t really a dog show
kind of person, but loves their dogs and is super supportive of every one of Joye’s dog
adventures. Larry & Joye enjoy attending Larry’s annual 101st Airborne reunion each
year. Larry proudly served our country in the Vietnam War and is an avid Ohio Buckeyes football fan.
The GSDC of Atlanta is fortunate to have such a dedicated, and well-respected member.
Joye is always welcoming to newcomers, works diligently for the club, loves the breed
and is always willing to lend a hand where needed.
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Connie Irvine
The GSDC of Atlanta has lost a member, past-president and dear friend. Connie passed
away May 12th. Please keep her husband Frank and the family in your prayers.
Below is the Facebook post from Frank. RIP Connie.
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PLEASE CONTINUE TO
WASH YOUR HANDS AND
PAWS!!
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Schutzhund Titles
By: Philippa Fendler
As you all may suspect the SE Regional Championships have been cancelled due to Covid-19. It is uncertain if the event will be held later and if the National Championships and WUSV World Championship for
that matter will still take place. Everything is uncertain right now. But that doesn’t mean we can’t learn
more about Schutzhund or even train our dogs.
Previously we discussed titling for the BH obedience title which is the pre-requisite for everything else.
Once you have achieved the BH, you have many options to title your dog. Most Schutzhund competitors
train and compete for the complete IGP package, IGP1, IGP2, IGP3. However, you are not limited to the
IGP titles only. (Remember the IGP titles requires passing in all 3 disciplines (tracking, obedience and protection).) If you have a dog that is not interested in one or another discipline, you can still title in the individual disciplines at all 3 levels.
Tracking
You can title for FPr1, FPr2 and FPr3 (previously known as TR1, TR2 and TR3). These titles are equivalent
to the tracking portion of the IGP titles. In addition, you have the FH1, FH2 and IGP-FH.

Obedience
You can title for UPr1, UPr2 and UPr3 (previously known as OB1, OB2 and OB3). These titles are equivalent to the obedience portion of the IGP titles.
Obedience & Protection
You can title for APr1, APr2 and APr3. These titles are equivalent to the obedience and protection portion
of the IGP titles.
Endurance
For the breed survey and show the AD (Ausdauerprüfung = Endurance Test), BH and IGP1 are a prerequisite for the working dog class. The AD consists of the dog running along the handler riding a bike for
12.4 miles (20 km) and demonstrates endurance and healthy heart and lungs desired for breeding. The
dog will be examined before the test, during each break and at the end of the test. The handler will ride the
bike with the dog running next to it at moderate speed (trot) for 5 miles. The dog will be given a 15 min
break where the judge will observe the dog’s fatigue and physical condition. After the second stretch of 9.3
miles the dog and handler get another break of 20 min, where again the judge with observe the dog for
physical distress and fatigue. Then come the last 3.1 miles. After the dog has completed the running the
judge will again observe the dog and may ask for some simple common obedience exercises to properly
judge the dog’s cohesiveness. The obedience is only judged by the dog responding to the commands or
confusing commands. This title is not scored by points but rather a pass / fail exercise. It takes about 2.53hrs to complete this test. During the breaks the dog may be given some water. During the summer
months the outside temperature may not exceed 72 F.
In Germany dogs are also allowed to compete in Herding and Search & Rescue titles (not related to S&R
organizations) but since Search & Rescue organizations do not allow dogs with protection training and experience, these titles are hardly used here in the US.
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The GSDC of Atlanta would like to welcome a
new family member!

Marilyn & Hilary Boretz
are excited to introduce
their new puppy “Easter”.
Easter DOB January 16, 2020

Easter, the love of our lives! Her ears are either
angel wings or devil horns! Favorite toys: a
squeaky, furry raccoon on a leash and a
broom. Keeps her entertained for hours! Also
loves Kong toys, beef bones, puzzles – and her
“blankie.” FYI, her “blankie” originated as a soft
gift to my mom when she was dying so it has
special meaning. We’re trying to keep her from
jumping on the furniture – she’s learning. Loves
her big play area outdoors – we’re getting bigger
play toys to distract her from chewing cedar
chips! She’s crate-trained: Hilary and I alternate sleeping downstairs with Easter. We sleep
on a comfortable sofa-bed mattress while she is
in her crate. We all sleep well! Potty-trained,
too. Last “accident” was about 3 weeks
ago. Even with this social distancing, Easter is
meeting neighbors. She’s curious/interested all
the time! Thank heavens, she “crashes” a couple
of hours every day. We’re learning to walk in the
neighborhood. Can’t wait until this isn’t a struggle.
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The GSDC of Atlanta would like to welcome a
new family member!

Philippa Fendler
would like you all
to meet “Kona”.

I have added a new female puppy from strong working lines to the pack. Kailua Kona vom
Haus Schair, "Kona" will eventually replace Dime as my breed bitch.
Kona can't wait for our next club meeting to come out and meet everyone. :)

Some Golden News:
Cash had 8 little golden puppies via Csection on April 15th.
Mom and all puppies
are doing well.
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A NEW CHAPTER BEGINS….
Don, Lillie and Phoenix have
welcomed Kari into their
lives. Kari belonged to the
late Andrea Washburn.
Kari is preparing to join
Phoenix in their new apartment at UGA in August that
they’ll share with two roommates She’s proudly sporting her new UGA collar.
We’d like to wish Phoenix
and Kari all the best at
UGA!!

Since Katie helped shop for
furniture for the new
apartment, she has
claimed the recliner.
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AKC TITLES & PROGRAMS YOU CAN DO FROM HOME!
The world as we know it has changed drastically in the last few months. The dog world
seemed to have come to a screeching halt for many. Others have used this time at home to
train in a variety of ways in preparation for upcoming events in the near future. Depending on your dog sport, the wait might just be over.
The AKC has come up with ways to earn titles at home for some dog sports. AKC Trick
Dog titles can now be earned by submission of videos that are reviewed and approved by
CGC evaluators. The AKC Rally Novice title may also be earned at home through the AKC
Rally Novice Virtual pilot program.
They are also offering ideas for training at home including Rally, Obedience, and Scent
Work.
If you and your dog are interested, we urge you to visit the website below for details.

https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/sports/akc-titles-programs-canhome/

Happy Birthday to our club members celebrating
May birthdays!!
Carmen Battaglia

Hilary Boretz
John Conely
Philippa Fendler
Erika Tracy
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STUD DOG

Heinerburg Shepherds Presents
Am Bronze Ch & Can Select Ch

MALCOLM
OFA H&E / OFA DM Clear

At stud to approved bitches.
With very limited Breeding,
Sire of 4 Champions, Futurity winners,

and a Group Placement at 14 months.
Ron & Nancy Harper-Mulvaney
(770) 640-0149
nancy@heinerburgshepherds.com
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GSDC OF ATLANTA LIBRARY
Did you know The GSDC of Atlanta has a library of informative, valuable books, even a few
rare books? Originally packed away in multiple boxes, we are unpacking & beginning to
identify each book, its subject & author – a complete list will be in future Guardians. Members will be able to request a specific book & pick-up @ Club Meeting; special pickup arrangements may be possible. A return date will apply. Our Library offers an exciting and
broad scope of information authored by acclaimed experts such as;
“Structure and Terminology”, - by Edward M. Gilbert Jr.- an advanced study of Canine
structure and gait.
“Dog Behavior”, - The fascinating Original studies -by expert Clarence Pfaffenberger
“This is the German Shepherd” - by Capt. William Goldbecker & Ernest H. Hart – a rich history & origin of the German Shepherd Dog in America- a must for serious Breeders.
“Help For Your Fearful Dog” - by Nicole Wilde – an acclaimed book addressing methods for
fearful, and/or aggressive dogs as well as dogs exhibiting other difficult issues.
“The Dog Listener” by Jan Fennell – revolutionary insight into the canine world, case histories of problem dogs, bridges the language barrier separating us from our dogs.
“No Bad Dogs” - by Barbara Woodhouse.
“Expert Obedience Training For Dogs” - by Winifred G Strickland- acknowledged expert/a
superb book by a successful breeder/ exhibitor of the German Shepherd Dog.

“V Stephanitz” – rare copy of original German Work - all rights reserved - Verein fur
deutsche Shaferhunde - Extensive details of the German Shepherd Dog in the formative
years of the Deutsche Shaferhunde in Germany. Not an easy Read - Worth the effort.

Red Books are available from 1979 to present.
Nancy Harper-Mulvaney
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Please visit our website for some updates in the Stud
Dog section. We’re now showing the same ad that
was placed in our newsletter. You can click on the actual ad and it will open in a pdf format for larger
viewing. We believe this is an enhancement from the
previous format. https://www.gsdcatlanta.org/studdogs.php
Reminder: The Guardian Newsletters are also shown
on our website.
Hope you all enjoy the new Stud Dog format.
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PLEASE NOTE THIS INFORMATION IS CURRENT AS OF MAY 17th.
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Upcoming events
Gsdc of atlanta club meeting
JUNE 11TH — MEETING CANCELED

Peach Blossom Cluster announced on 5/14/20 that
their shows scheduled for June in Perry have been rescheduled. The cluster is moving to October 14—18 at
the Jonesboro Road location.

CAROLINE FOOTHILLS DOG SHOW CLUSTER
GREENVILLE, SC
July 23—26

Closes July 8th
Superintendent MB-F
Reserved grooming and RV parking, registration will open
on June 17th at noon.
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VISIT WWW.GSDCATLANTA.ORG FOR COMPLETE MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
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